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MANGALORE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY AND ENGINEERING
(An ISO 9001:2015 Certified Institution)

(A unit of Rajalaxmi Education Trust®, Mangalore)
Badaga Mijar, Moodabidri-574225, Karnataka

Department of Information Science & Engineering

Title :   A Talk on “MOBILE GAME MARKET TRENDS”

Resource Person :   Mr. Sudarshan, Game Development Engineer,
Juego Studios, Mangalore

Date :  12-09-2020

Timing :  11 am

Profile of the Speaker:

Mr. Sudarshan, Game Development Engineer, Juego Studios, Mangalore,

an alumnus of 2014-18 ISE batch is currently a game developer at Mobile

Premier League(MPL).He is a Ingenious,dynamic Unity 3D programmer

and creative and dependable team player dedicated to innovation,

exposition,and resolving project issues efficiently. While primarily a coder,

he proficient in a wide array of skills pertaining to the development of 2D

and 3D Video games.

Key note address:

Mr. Sudarshan was invited to deliver talk on “Mobile Game Market

Trends”. He shared his viewpoints on the Mobile game’s development,

scope in today’s market and also with the changing and new emerging

trends. He also discussed the booming trends in games development as a

result in the advancement in the field of AI, Animations, Virtual and

Augmented reality.



The resource person ignited the passion of gaming development in

audience mindset by opening the attractive challenges and opportunities

lies ahead in its path.Students of second year and third year

understood the research and development opportunities and minimum

requirement required to be a creative developer in mobile game

development and how much booming the mobile game development

domain and its recent trends. They also came to know about various

internship & job opportunities which remain unexplored many times.

Google meet link: - https://meet.google.com/dpu-vudb-bfp

Mr. Sudarshan delivering talk on MOBILE GAME MARKET TRENDS



MANGALORE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY AND ENGINEERING
(An ISO 9001:2015 Certified Institution)

(A unit of Rajalaxmi Education Trust®, Mangalore)
Badaga Mijar, Moodabidri-574225, Karnataka

Department of Information Science & Engineering

Title :   A Session on “The World of DEVOPS”-
An Introduction

Resource Person :   Mr. Karan M V, Senior Developer Relations Manager
at GitHub

Date :  26-09-2020

Timing :  11 am

Profile of the Speaker:

Karan, our Alumni of the batch 2012-15 led Developer Relations (DevRel)

for GitHub in India. In his own words, he is on a mission to help every

developer be a part of the open-source ecosystem and grow their software

development skills through the power of GitHubHeI run programs to support

developers' learning journey, help open-source projects grow and for

engineers to better use GitHub in their development workflows. Being the

first developer relations hire on the GitHub India team, he built the strategy

for DevRel in India to support the open-source ecosystem and help

developers collaborate better on GitHub. He works closely with open-source

developers, contributors & maintainers in India, organize livestreams, speak

at developer events, and also run specific programs for developers. He also

co-hosted GitHub's flagship event - GitHub Universe - in December 2020

for APAC, organized the first ever GitHub Satellite for India in March 2021

and also launched the GitHub Open-Source Grants program. Karan is the

creator & maintainer of the Made in India Collection on GitHub, and also

the public repository for GitHub India.



Key note address:

Mr. Karan focused on the understanding and prominence of DevOps in the

current and future from the industry perspective. He insisted that DevOps is

gaining an ascending trend in its application in IT Industry and it is started to

be viible in various sectors.He explained how they built the strategy for

DevRel in India to support the open-source ecosystem and help developers

collaborate better on GitHub.

Students gained the recent trends in the application of DevOps in the IT

Community. It opened a different perspective and opportunity in this area for

students to explore. They also came to know about various internship & job

opportunities which remain unexplored many times. Students of 2nd, 3rd and

4th year ISE participated actively in the session.

Google meet link: - https://meet.google.com/iqs-kvjb-cdu

Mr. Karan M V delivering a session on “The World of DEVOPS”- An Introduction



MANGALORE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY AND ENGINEERING
(An ISO 9001:2015 Certified Institution)

(A unit of Rajalaxmi Education Trust®, Mangalore)
Badaga Mijar, Moodabidri-574225, Karnataka

Department of Information Science & Engineering

Title :   A webinar on Importance of customer experience and
operational excellence in product development

Resource Person :   Mr. Arun Raj Purohit, Director, Dlithe

Date :  10-10-2020

Timing :  11 am

Profile of the Speaker:

Mr. Arun RajPurohit, is the Director, Dlithe, is set out with a vision to build

an agile workforce towards global industry needs, managing Delivery

Excellence at DLithe. Especially for academics and corporate, mentoring

students, resources on domain, technical and process. Arun excel in his

vision by simulating agile way of working at academics, giving exposure on

niche technologies such as Cyber Security, Internet of Things, Blockchain,

DevOps, Flutter, Java, Python and many more.

Key note address:

Mr. Arun RajPurohit, Director, Dlithe, delivered a talk on “Importance of

Customer Experience and Operational Excellence in Product Development”

on October 10, 2020. Mr. RajPurohit showered light upon the perspective of

understanding customer relationships and the need for the operational

excellence during the product development. His talk gave an insight towards

building the bond with the customer and their needs for the better future in

knowing the needs. In in words customers are the king and developers

should be able to visualize the perspective of customers in order for effective



product development.

Interested students of ISE around 90 had participated. Students gained

relevant insight about the importance of customer experience and operational

excellence required in the case of product development. It opened a new

horizon for students about the relevance of customer satisfaction and

customer relationship. Students of 2nd, 3rd and 4th year ISE involved actively

and gained relevant information.

Google meet link: -  https://meet.google.com/cjh-apqk-yoj

Mr. Arun RajPurohit delivering webinar on Customer Relationship Relevance

https://meet.google.com/cjh-apqk-yoj


MANGALORE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY AND ENGINEERING
(An ISO 9001:2015 Certified Institution)

(A unit of Rajalaxmi Education Trust®, Mangalore)
Badaga Mijar, Moodabidri-574225, Karnataka

Department of Information Science & Engineering

Title :   ZERONE ACTIVITY IGNAUGRATION session

Resource Person :   Mr.Millind Katti, CEO & CoFounder of Demand Farm

Date :  23-10-2020

Timing :  10 am

Profile of the Speaker:

Mr.Milind Katti is the Co-founder & CEO of DemandFarm. Having

practiced and evolved the ‘Farming Engine’ principle for over a decade, he

established DemandFarm in 2016 and is passionate about delivering the best

B2B key account management solutions to serve the needs of sales leaders

and key account managers. He has been a serial entrepreneur for over two

decades. He co-founded DemandShore in 2004 which evolved as an

omnichannel B2B performance marketing company with 700+ employees.

DemandShore was acquired by New York-based Ziff Davis in 2018. As

COO at Martech Advisor, a digital media company, he had the privilege of

working directly on hundreds of marketing/inside sales campaigns for 70+

customers. This provided him a deeper understanding of Sales and

Marketing operations for IT services & product companies across

geographies, verticals and service lines.

Key note address:

Mr. Katti, inaugurated and addressed the budding engineers to participate in

various activities both curricular and co-curricular for an overall



self-development.

He also insisted that it is the responsibility of each candidate to build his

own profile and as a self-branding ambassador. With experience as a serial

entrepreneur for over decades and with a vast experience in sales and B2B

management domain, he motivated students about the relevance of

self-branding and profile building and also how to execute things and

generate leads and utilizing it to its core. Students gained relevant insight

about the relevance of Co- Curricular and Extra-Curricular activities. Zerone

always provided a platform for overall development of a candidate not only

limited to academia but also in professional perspective. Students of 2nd, 3rd

and 4th year ISE involved actively and gained relevant information and

expressed their ideas for boosting extra and co-curricular activities.

Google meet link: - https://meet.google.com/xgj-teid-rqj

Mr.Millind Katti  inaugurated the ZERONE activities for the year and delivering

welcome note



MANGALORE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY AND ENGINEERING
(An ISO 9001:2015 Certified Institution)

(A unit of Rajalaxmi Education Trust®, Mangalore)
Badaga Mijar, Moodabidri-574225, Karnataka

Department of Information Science & Engineering

Title :   A talk on Evolution of Indian IT Industries
& its   future

Resource Person :   Mr.Millind Katti, CEO & CoFounder of Demand Farm

Date :  23-10-2020

Timing :  11 am

Profile of the Speaker:

Mr.Milind Katti is the Co-founder & CEO of DemandFarm. Having

practiced and evolved the ‘Farming Engine’ principle for over a decade, he

established DemandFarm in 2016 and is passionate about delivering the best

B2B key account management solutions to serve the needs of sales leaders

and key account managers. He has been a serial entrepreneur for over two

decades. He co-founded DemandShore in 2004 which evolved as an

omnichannel B2B performance marketing company with 700+ employees.

DemandShore was acquired by New York-based Ziff Davis in 2018. As

COO at Martech Advisor, a digital media company, he had the privilege of

working directly on hundreds of marketing/inside sales campaigns for 70+

customers. This provided him a deeper understanding of Sales and

Marketing operations for IT services & product companies across

geographies, verticals and service lines.

Key note address:

Mr. Millind Katti, CEO & CoFounder of Demand Farm delivered a talk on

“Evolution of Indian IT Industries & its future” on October 23, 2020. His

talk involved the aspects of the IT industries evolution, the current situtation

and future development, by covering all the dimensions of the corporate



world to bridge gap from the academic perspective.He also highlighted that

Indian IT industry is on a rapid and rocket pace and has space for anyone to

come and explore their skills in the market. Being a serial entrepreneur for

over two decades, Milind also explained with example how he was

instrumental in developing & conceptualizing the idea behind LeadEnrich, a

premiere Demand Generation company where he also served on the board.

Students gained relevant insight about the evolution and booming of IT

Industries in India and its rapid advancement in software and application

development. The interaction also provided valuable information about the

professional requirements and expectations from the students to transform

from academic to industrial environment. Students of 2nd, 3rd and 4th year ISE

involved actively engaged in interacting with the speaker in resolving

various queries.

Google meet link: - https://meet.google.com/xgj-teid-rqj

Mr. Millind Katti, delivering talk on EVOLUTION OF INDIAN IT INDUSTRIES & ITS FUTURE



MANGALORE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING
(Accredited by NAAC, An ISO 9001:2015 Certified Institution)

(A unit of Rajalaxmi Education Trust®, Mangalore)
Badaga Mijar, Moodabidri-574225, Karnataka

Department of Information Science & Engineering

Title : Webinar on “Agile Framework-Scrum
Methodologies”.

Resource Person :  Dr Joseph Michael Jerard V, Professor Dept of
ISE, Mangalore Institute of Technology &
Engineering.

Date : 30-12-2020

Timing :  10:30 am

Webinar on “Agile Framework-Scrum Methodologies”

Profile of the Speaker:

Dr Joseph Michael Jerard V has 20+ years of strong experience in Software
technology, consultancy and managing software projects. He has been working as a
professor in Mangalore Institute of Technology & Engineering Moodbidri. His core
area of expertise are Software Architecture, Design and Development, Education
Leadership, Project Management. He is proficient in Agile methodology as well as
Scrum methodology. He has experience in SOA architecture,Web Services, XML,
PHP, UNIX Shell Script, Java Script, OOAD, UML, Data Modeling, Databases:
Oracle, PL/SQL, DB Tuning, Data Warehousing, ETL.

Key note address:

One Day Webinar by Dr Joseph Michael Jerard V, Professor in Mangalore Institute of
Technology & Engineering, Moodbidri. The different stages of software project
completion. Dr. Joseph Michael Jerard V explains about The Agile methodology as
well as Scrum methodology. It is a way to manage a project by breaking it up into
several phases. It involves constant collaboration with software developers and
continuous improvement at every stage. Once the work begins, teams’ cycle through a
process of planning, executing, and evaluating. Continuous collaboration is vital, both
with team members and project developers. He tells Agile project management works
off the basis that a project can be continuously improved upon throughout its life
cycle, with changes being made quickly and responsively.



He talks about the combination of empowering self-organizing teams, agile
methodologies, devops automations and also about the scrum methodology, and how
it modernizes to cloud architectures helps technology organizations evolve their
culture. The case study-based understanding of software development life cycle is
very much needed for the students to cope with their final year project completion.



MANGALORE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY AND ENGINEERING
(An ISO 9001:2015 Certified Institution)

(A unit of Rajalaxmi Education Trust®, Mangalore)
Badaga Mijar, Moodabidri-574225, Karnataka

Department of Information Science & Engineering

Title :   A technical session on CYBER SECURITY

TRENDS AND MEASURES

Resource Person : Mr. Venkatesh Sheregar, CyberSecurity

Consultant, Toyota Kirloskar Motor

Date :  12-06-2021

Timing :  11 am to 12 pm

Profile of the Speaker:
Mr. Venkatesh Sheregar is a Cyber Security Consultant at Toyota Kirlosker

Motors Bangalore. He holds Master’s Degree in Electronics and

Telecommunication from Mumbai University and has over 14 years of

experience in various fields such as Software defined network, Enterprise

Solutions like office365, Firewall, Cloud plant Security and connected car

technology. He is a recipient of Medallion from US Congress for his

contribution in Cyber Security Global Projects. He is a Specialist in NIST

Cybersecurity framework, ITIL Foundation Ver. 2011 certified, Cisco

CCNA cerified, Cisco BSCI certified, BCMSN, BGP, MPLS, Routing,

Switching, Firewall, VPN, Wireless Technologies, VoIP Technologies .

Key note address:

Mr. Venkatesh Sheregar explained various case studies involving various

cyber threats at various level and also the factors like who the attackers are?

What is an insider threat? What do they want? How hackers use encryption

technique to hack the data. He also explained about the best practices to

reduce the cyber fraud.



The highlight of the talk was to know about the Advanced Topic Zero Trust

Architecture which is being implemented today which enhances the Cyber

Security. He gave a clear-cut perspective about various kind of network and

cyber threats and the patterns used to detect them. It gave a meaningful

insight to the participants about the real-life threat and frequency of various

cyber-attacks and its impact on corporate culture and business. The Session

followed by a Q &A Session where the participants raised their queries on

the same and received convincing answers from the guest. The guest also

proposed various ideas of cyber-Security for the participants to implement it

as an academic project. Students of 2nd, 3rd and 4th year ISE involved actively

and gained relevant information.

Video meet link: -
https://zoom.us/j/97483697030?pwd=V0x1YnprbVJsQjg0TWx0eDU5ZU9QQT09

Mr. Venkatesh Sheregar delivering technical session on CYBER SECURITY
TRENDS AND MEASURES

https://zoom.us/j/97483697030?pwd=V0x1YnprbVJsQjg0TWx0eDU5ZU9QQT09


MANGALORE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY AND ENGINEERING
(An ISO 9001:2015 Certified Institution)

(A unit of Rajalaxmi Education Trust®, Mangalore)
Badaga Mijar, Moodabidri-574225, Karnataka

Department of Information Science & Engineering

Title :   A Webinar on DevOps

Resource Person :   Mr. Diganth D R, Technical Architect, Nokia

Date :  26-06-2021

Timing :  11 am to 12 pm

Profile of the Speaker:

Mr. Diganth D R, worked as a Technical Architect at Nokia and also as a

developer for Security Content Automation, Product Security Incident

Response Team (PSIRT) whose goal is to make sure all the products are

security compliant and expose no security vulnerabilities. He also works

with Python, django framework in the back-end.

He also worked on wide range of technologies like

• From assembly level language, C, C++ to high-level languages like

Python/Java and django framework

• From single-core OS-less systems to distributed/cloud systems.

• From feature development to automation.

• Also, from being an individual contributor to leading teams.

He has delivered things that initially seemed impossible to do. In his words,

he is a go-getter. The explosive joy of having solved the problem is what

keeps him motivated.

Key note address:

Mr. Diganth presented a webinar in the latest developments in the area of

DevOps on 26th June 2021.Mr. Diganth, gave a brief session about the

relevance and role of DevOps in industry and its future role, influence and



impact in Application development Scenario. He insisted students to learn

and equip themselves about the latest development technologies and build up

them on by utilizing all available facilities in this ever-evolving

technological world. Around 96 students from the ISE Department attended

the session and gained insights about the DevOps environment. Students

gained the recent trends in the application of DevOps in the IT Community.

It opened a different perspective and opportunity in this area for students to

explore. They also came to know about various internship & job

opportunities in that particular area which remain unexplored many times.

Students of 2nd, 3rd and 4th year ISE involved actively in interacting with the

speaker and gained relevant information and opportunities in DevOps.

Video meet link: -
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/82045764272?pwd=U0UyTDY1SmVIRlJpb3grRjBieEZLQT09

Mr. Diganth D R, delivering webinar on WebOps and explaining its relevance

https://us06web.zoom.us/j/82045764272?pwd=U0UyTDY1SmVIRlJpb3grRjBieEZLQT09


MANGALORE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING
(Accredited by NAAC, An ISO 9001:2015 Certified Institution)

(A unit of Rajalaxmi Education Trust®, Mangalore)
Badaga Mijar, Moodabidri-574225, Karnataka

Department of Information Science & Engineering

Title                                                            : Webinar on Introduction on Search
Engine Optimization

Resource Person                                       : Ms.Amrutha Rao,SEO Specialist &
Google Ads  Manager , Atlantic Data
Beauro Services,Mangalore

Date                                                            : 26-07-2021

Timing                                                        : 10:50 am

Webinar on “Introduction on Search Engine Optimization”

Profile of the Speaker:

Ms.Amrutha Rao has 10 years of experience in Digital Marketing, SEO, Google ads,
YouTube Promotion, Reputation Management, Forming Digital Marketing Team,
Google Reviews, Google My business, Lead generation, Removing Negative Reviews.

Ms.Amrutha Rao is having Strong marketing professional with a Bachelor of
Engineering (B.E.) focused in Information Science/Studies from swamijies higher
secondary school edneer.She is also Experienced in Search Engine Optimization
Analyst with a demonstrated history of working in the information technology and
services industry. She is Skilled in Search Engine Optimization (SEO), PHP,
Management, Keyword Research, and Recruiting.

Keynote address:

A webinar session on “Introduction on Search Engine Optimization” was conducted by
Ms. Amrutha Rao, SEO Specialist & Google Ads Manager, Atlantic Data Beauro
Services, Mangalore on 26th July 2021 from 10:50 am to 12:50 noon by ZERONE
student association of Information Science and Engineering Department. The speaker
enlightened our students on how search engine works and how to make a website more
visible on a search engine’s results page.



Webinar by Ms. Amrutha Rao



MANGALORE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING
(Accredited by NAAC, An ISO 9001:2015 Certified Institution)

(A unit of Rajalaxmi Education Trust®, Mangalore)
Badaga Mijar, Moodabidri-574225, Karnataka

Department of Information Science & Engineering

Title : Bigdata Applications deployment in Cloud
computing technologies

Resource Person :Mr. Girish H R,
Lead BigData engineer, Western Digital, Bangalore.

Date :29-07-2021

Timing :  3:30 pm

Webinar on Bigdata Applications deployment in Cloud
computing technologies

Profile of the Speaker:

Dr Gireesh H R has 9 years of strong experience in Bigdata, Cloud computing and
managing software projects. He has worked Seventh Generation Technologies Pvt Ltd
for 4 years, Alta energy Technologies Pvt Ltd, as Application Development Engineer
for 3 years and also worked as Project team lead in Linyi Top Network Co., Linyi,
China for 2years. Currently he is working as Bigdata Engineer in Western Digital,
Bangalore.

Keynote address:

A webinar on “Bigdata Applications deployment in Cloud computing technologies” by
Dr. Gireesh HR, Lead BigData engineer, Western Digital, Bangalore was conducted on
29 of July 2021 from 3:30 pm by ZERONE student association of Information Science
& Engineering Department. The session began by welcoming the resource person by
the ZERONE coordinator Ms. Sangeetha Harikantra ISE after which Mr. Narendra U
P, Dean Training and Placement briefed the students regarding the need of technical
webinar from the industry person. The necessity and importance of BigData in today’s
world where there is extensive use of social application were the point of discussion.
The hands-on session on cloud platform catered awareness among the students on how
they can manage the data and release a webpage in external platform.



Dr Gireesh H R, delivering webinar on Bigdata Applications deployment in Cloud computing technologies


